CHANNEL IMAGE PROMO

COMEDY PHONE MOUTH
FOXTEL - THE COMEDY CHANNEL

MILLIONS OF CHOICES - IMAGE CAMPAIGN
PARAMOUNT CHANNEL CEE

CNN FACTS FIRST “APPLE BANANA”
CNN WORLDWIDE

HBO ORIGINALS: SANDS OF TIME
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

ALL THAT WE SHARE
TV 2 DENMARK

SON OF A BINGE
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

CHANNEL IMAGE PROMO CAMPAIGN

ALL THAT WE SHARE
TV 2 DENMARK

GAME ON SEASON LAUNCH
BEIN SPORTS ASIA PACIFIC

CHANNEL I2 CAMPAIGN
KESHET BROADCASTING LTD

TRAVEL CHANNEL: TRAVEL ETIQUETTE
SCRIPPS NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL

SYFY REBOOT
SYFY

MILLIONS OF CHOICES - IMAGE CAMPAIGN
PARAMOUNT CHANNEL CEE
CHANNEL IMAGE PROMO, LONG FORMAT

CHANNEL 12 CAMPAIGN
KESHEF BROADCASTING LTD

A+E ACROSS AMERICA
A+E NETWORKS: A&E

ALL THAT WE SHARE
TV 2 DENMARK

UNIVERSAL CHANNEL BRANDING CAMPAIGN
NBC UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS LATAM

A+E BRAND CAMPAIGN: BRAVE STORYTELLING
A+E NETWORKS: A&E

A GAME OF COMEDY
COMEDY CENTRAL AFRICA

CHANNEL WEBSITE OR APP PROMOTION

BEIN SPORTS CONNECT - CHAPPUIS
BEIN SPORTS ASIA PACIFIC

HBO NORDIC SPOKESPERSON CAMPAIGN VOL II.
HBO EUROPE

FRANCE.TV WEBSITE USER INFO
FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS

HBO GO IMAGE SPOT
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

THE LONG ROAD HOME - GUTENFELDER-.45
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

HBO GO GAME OF THRONES FACELESS MAN ANIMOJI SPOT
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD
CHANNEL PROMO: HOLIDAY OR SPECIAL EVENT SPOT

TMN ENCORE: ‘FAM JAM HOLIDAY MOVIE MARATHON’
BELL MEDIA

BREAKING BAD 10TH ANNIVERSARY
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL SOUTHERN EUROPE

SKY SPORT - BUNDESLIGA 2ND ROUND “MASCOTS”
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

THE GOOD GIRL 3
JSC NEW CHANNEL

VALENTINE’S DAY - LONERS
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT LTD (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

HBO 2017 OSCARS IMAGE SPOT
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

CHANNEL PROMO: HOLIDAY OR SPECIAL EVENT CAMPAIGN

ROLLIN’ ANIMALS
FRANCE 3

CHRISTMAS 24 BAUBLES
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

SCALA PREMIERE – LOVE IN THE AGE OF REVOLUTION
RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA

SKY SPORT - BUNDESLIGA 2ND ROUND “MASCOTS”
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG.

VINTAGE HOLIDAY CAMPAIGN
CBS TELEVISION NETWORK

HBO THE ULTIMATE OSCARS 2017 CAMPAIGN
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD
LONG-FORM CONTENT PROMO

ERIC CARTMAN INSIDE YOUR HEAD
COMEDY CENTRAL CEE

SOY LUNA - AS TOLD BY EMOJI (DISNEY CHANNEL)
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY ARGENTINA

ED STAFFORD BUG EATING CHALLENGE
DISCOVERY CREATIVE LONDON

ZOMBIE PRANK
FOX NETWORKS GROUP

THE KING AND I - A MATTY JOHNS YARN
FOX SPORTS CREATIVE

UPWORTHY + STATE FARM “REIMAGINE”
BARK BARK

SHOW TRAILER PROMO

CORPORATE
COMEDY CENTRAL

BATES MOTEL S5 - SERIES FINALE TRAILER
A+E NETWORKS: A&E

GRAND PRIX
AMAZON STUDIOS & TINY HERO

GENIUS: TCA REBEL TRAILER 2:33
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

VIKINGS SEASON 5: TRAILER
A+E NETWORKS: HISTORY

THE LONG ROAD HOME LLT AFTERMATH
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
SYNDICATED PROMO: PROGRAM SPOT

MOM “TATS CRAYZ”
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING/CREATIVE SERVICES

TOUCH OF FRENCH
STUDIO ZOO FOR SUPERSPORT

MOM “MOMMY MOM”
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING/CREATIVE SERVICES

SYFY HORROR SEPTEMBER REEL
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

THE REAL 2017 LAUNCH - JEANIE MAI
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING

BACHELOR NATION LAUNCH SPOT
VIACOM 18 MEDIA PVT LTD (COLORS INFINITY)

SYNDICATED PROMO: PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

THE BIG BANG THEORY/LEGO BATMAN DC
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING/CREATIVE SERVICES

THE REAL 2017 LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING

CLIFFHANGER
STUDIO ZOO FOR DSTV

ELLEN HAPPY HOUR LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING
ONLINE, CABLE, OR SATELLITE: IMAGE SPOT

HBO GO IMAGE SPOT
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

AFRICAN FESTIVE
STUDIO ZOO FOR DSTV

MILLIONS OF CHOICES - IMAGE CAMPAIGN
PARAMOUNT CHANNEL CEE

UNIVERSAL CHANNEL GRIMM GRAPHIC TEASER
NBC UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS LATAM

HBO ORIGINALS: SANDS OF TIME
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

CGTN NEWS CHANNEL PROMO “ACROSS & ANYWHERE”
FLINT SKALLEN & PERFECT ACCIDENT, MUNICH

ONLINE, CABLE, OR SATELLITE: IMAGE CAMPAIGN

CANAL 14 REBRAND IDS
CANAL 14

DUKE 23
TVNZ

CNN APP: RIGHT HERE
CNN WORLDWIDE

[V]: ALL DAY. NON STOP. NOTHING BUT. HITS.
FOXTEL NETWORKS AUSTRALIA

FEEL EVERY MOMENT
STUDIO ZOO FOR DSTV

HBO NORDIC SPOKESPERSON CAMPAIGN VOL II.
HBO EUROPE
ONLINE, CABLE, OR SATELLITE: 
ON-SCREEN SERVICES PROMO SPOT OR CAMPAIGN

DEEPAVALI CAMPAIGN
SINGAPORE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED

WINTER CELEBRATION ON HOTVOD
HOT

MUCH: CREATORS
BELL MEDIA

DSTV NOW - HOSPITAL
STUDIO ZOO FOR DSTV

CGTN NEWS CHANNEL PROMO ‘ACROSS & ANYWHERE’
FLINT SKALLEN & PERFECT ACCIDENT, MUNICH

BIG SUMMER ON HOTVOD
HOT

INTERNAL MARKETING OR SIZZLE

HBO SIZZLE 2018
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

DREAMWORKS SIZZLE REEL
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION

NEW FOX BUILDING
FOX NETWORKS GROUP ITALY

SKY GERMANY IMAGE
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

FXM REEL
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

CNN EXPERIENCE: POWER OF LIVE SIZZLE
CNN WORLDWIDE
EXTERNAL MARKETING OR SIZZLE

HBO SIZZLE 2018
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

13TH STREET BRAND REEL 2017
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS

GENIUS- TCA REBEL TRAILER 2:33
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

FOX PREMIUM
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

THIS IS HISTORY
A+E NETWORKS: HISTORY

THE STORY OF US TCA TRAILER
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

FUNNIEST PROMO

EUROSPORT WINTER SEASON - ROAD TO PYEONGCHANG / PROMO
EUROSPORT

BREAKING BAD 10TH ANNIVERSARY
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL SOUTHERN EUROPE

EUROSPORT PROMO US OPEN - JOHN MCENROE
EUROSPORT

JAKE GYLLENHAAL DOUBLE BILL
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL

COMEDY PHONE MOUTH
FOXTEL - THE COMEDY CHANNEL

A-Z OF ACTION STARS - STUDIO UNIVERSAL
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM/DUTCHTOAST
IN-HOUSE PROGRAM PROMO

COMEDY PHONE MOUTH
FOXTEL - THE COMEDY CHANNEL

TWD 100TH EPISODE
FOX NETWORKS GROUP SPAIN

SKY ORIGINAL PRODUCTION - BABYLON BERLIN
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

WHAT A WONDERFUL COUNTRY
KESHET BROADCASTING LTD

BREAKING BAD 10TH ANNIVERSARY
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL SOUTHERN EUROPE

HBO 2017 OSCARS IMAGE SPOT
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

IN-HOUSE PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

"WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE" RETURNS TO TVN
TVN POLAND

THE EXORCIST CAMPAIGN
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

I’M A CELEBRITY GET ME OUT OF HERE S4
NETWORK TEN PTY LTD

CORPORATE
COMEDY CENTRAL

MAX BY HBO ROCKY CAMPAIGN
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY RE-LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE
OUT-OF-HOUSE PROGRAM PROMO

HBO ORIGINALS: SANDS OF TIME
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

HORROR HIGHLIGHT GENERIC
TELE 5

CNN SOUNTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY LAUNCH “RECORD STORE”
CNN WORLDWIDE

SHIVA ANIMATION PROMO
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT LTD (SONIC)

A-Z OF ACTION STARS
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM / DUTCHTOAST

ELITESERIEN LAUNCH 2017 – THIS YEAR’S MOST EXCITING TV SERIES
DISCOVERY NETWORKS NORWAY

OUT-OF-HOUSE PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

EFFETTO WOW LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
FOOD NETWORK ITALY - SCRIPPS NETWORKS INTERACTIVE

THE REAL S4 LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
MONARCHY PRODUCTIONS CC

CNN SOUNTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

A-Z OF ACTION STARS - STUDIO UNIVERSAL
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

FEUD CROSS
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA
“BEHIND THE SCENES” PROMO

CTV: JUNOS 2017 ‘HOST SPOT’
BELL MEDIA INC.

MR. MERCEDES IN-PRODUCTION TRAILER
SONAR ENTERTAINMENT

BALLERS HBO POV CAMPAIGN
HBO MULTICULTURAL MARKETING

AT&T SHAPE REEL
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING/CREATIVE SERVICES

CNN POWER OF LIVE SIZZLE
CNN WORLDWIDE

DISNEY CHANNEL DESCENDANTS 2 BEHIND THE SCENES
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY BENELUX

BLOCK OF PROGRAMS SPOTS OR CAMPAIGN

A-Z OF ACTION STARS - STUDIO UNIVERSAL
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM/DUTCHTOAST

SNAP CRACKLE AND BASE
FAIRCHILD CREATIVE

EAT@8 CAMPAIGN
VIACOM 18 MEDIA PVT LTD (COLORS INFINITY)

MAX BY HBO ROCKY CAMPAIGN
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

GREAT ANIMATION MAY
DISNEY CHANNEL RUSSIA

TNT. COMEDY. 3 DAYS
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK
CLIP-BASED COMEDY PROMO

TMN ENCORE: ‘FAM JAM HOLIDAY MOVIE MARATHON’
BELL MEDIA

IT’S SHOWTIME MISS Q & A
ABS-CBN CORPORATION

CORPORATE
COMEDY CENTRAL

HBO ASIA ORIGINALS: SENT
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

CC_MENA_FRIENDS_MANLY_PROMO
CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT BRANDS SWEMEA (VIMN)

DISNEY XD ROLLING WITH THE RONKIS! NEW EPISODES
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY BENELUX

CLIP-BASED DRAMATIC PROGRAM SPOT

BABYLON BERLIN TRAILER
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

THE LONG ROAD HOME WARZONE
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

MACGYVER “PRICELESS”
NBCUNIVERSAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL BRAZIL

THE STATE :30
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

LETHAL WEAPON BRUTANIUM
CHE CHANNEL

GENIUS- REBEL
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
CLIP-BASED ENTERTAINMENT PROMO

GOODBYE FILM ZONE
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

THE BIG BANG THEORY THEME SONG
TURNER

AWARDS SEASON ON TNT BRAZIL
TURNER INTERNATIONAL BRAZIL

QI SERIES 15
BBC WORLDWIDE

OPEN MIC
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

FAMILY FEUD “GLORIOUS FEUD”
NETWORK TEN Pty LTD

CLIP-BASED NONFICTION PROGRAMMING PROMO

MURDER COMES TO TOWN
DISCOVERY CREATIVE LONDON

SAVAGE KINGDOM UPRISING SIZZLE :45
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

WACO: MADMAN OR MESSIAH
A+E NETWORKS: A&E

DIAN FOSSEY- LAUNCH PROMO
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

LAST NIGHT OF THE PROMS
BBC WORLDWIDE AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

WORLD’S DEADLIEST DRIVERS
DISCOVERY CREATIVE LONDON
COMEDY PROMO

COMEDY PHONE MOUTH
FOXTEL - THE COMEDY CHANNEL

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY RE-LAUNCH CAMPAIGN SEAN HAYES “INTERRUPTING”
CNN WORLDWIDE

THE SLOT
FOXTEL - THE COMEDY CHANNEL

CNN HISTORY OF COMEDY RE-LAUNCH CAMPAIGN “TWEETS”
CNN WORLDWIDE

CORPORATE

COMEDY CENTRAL

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY GALLERY
CNN WORLDWIDE

COMEDY CAMPAIGN

CORPORATE

COMEDY CENTRAL

THE BIG BANG THEORY/LEGO BATMAN DC
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING/CREATIVE SERVICES

ANOTHER PERIOD

COMEDY CENTRAL

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY RE-LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

FAMILY GUY LIVE ACTION SPOTS

COMEDY CENTRAL CEE

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY RE-LAUNCH CAMPAIGN SEAN HAYES
CNN WORLDWIDE
DAYTIME PROGRAM SPOT

LUIS BUÑUEL
TELEVISIA

AMCNETWORKSLATAM_EG_WOKANDROLL
AMCNI_LATAM

CNN "JUST A PENNY"
CNN WORLDWIDE

CHICAGO FIRE ADVENT
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

GOOD EVENING
KESHET BROADCASTING LTD

HBO FAMILY SING ALONG
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

DAYTIME PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

HEADS AND TAILS AMERICA – CAT PROMO CAMPAIGN
FRIDAY! TV CHANNEL

ELLEN HAPPY HOUR LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING

THE REAL 2017 LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING

SUNRISE CASH COW HISTORY CAMPAIGN
SEVEN NETWORK (OPERATIONS) LIMITED

MOTHER-IN-LAW VS. DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
TRBC UKRAINE

EXTRA 2017 LAUNCH
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING
DRAMATIC PROGRAM SPOT

TWO 100TH EPISODE
FOX NETWORKS GROUP SPAIN

THE LONG ROAD HOME RENDEZVOUS
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

REMEMBERING DIANA
STUDIO ZOO FOR DSTV

MR ROBOT
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

SHOTS FIRED BULLET
FOXTEL - SHOWCASE

CMT NASHVILLE SEASON 6 LAUNCH PROMO
2C CREATIVE

DRAMATIC PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

MR ROBOT
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

FARGO PROMO CAMPAIGN
CHE CHANNEL

THE LONG ROAD HOME ON-AIR CAMPAIGN
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

GENIUS ON-AIR CAMPAIGN
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

MARY KILLS PEOPLE ON-AIR CAMPAIGN
A+E NETWORKS: LIFETIME
ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM SPOT

MILLION DOLLAR COMIC
ICTV, UKRAINE

MUTANT RAGE
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

X FACTOR - LAUNCH PROMO - THE WILD WILD X
RESHET I3

COMEDY PHONE MOUTH
FOXTEL - THE COMEDY CHANNEL

COMING OUT MUTANT
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

HEY MICKEY MUSIC VIDEO
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY (S.E.A) PTE LTD

ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

TONIGHT MIKA'S HOME: FLOATINGHOUSE
RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA

HBO THE ULTIMATE OSCARS 2017 CAMPAIGN
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

"WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE" RETURNS TO TVN
TVN POLAND

AUSTRALIAN NINJA WARRIOR CAMPAIGN
NINE ENTERTAINMENT CO

THE PRESIDENT SHOW
COMEDY CENTRAL

THE STRAINSTY
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA
INTERSTITIAL AND PROGRAM WRAPS CAMPAIGN

DISNEY CHANNEL EARTH DAY
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY BENELUX

CORPORATE
COMEDY CENTRAL

HBO GAME OF THRONES S7 CHANNEL TAKEOVER
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

POLE / MARS / WATERFALL
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL SOUTHERN EUROPE

BUFFY 20TH INTERSTITIALS
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

CANAL SONY - GREY’S ANATOMY (DATOS EN SERIE)
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION NETWORKS LATIN AMERICA

LIVE EVENT PROMO

TSN: GREY CUP ‘THROW DOWN’
BELL MEDIA INC.

THE WORLD BECOMES THE WORLD CUP
FOX SPORTS MARKETING

WFL FINAL 16 - SPIKE BLX
CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT BRANDS SWEMEA (VIMN)

SCALA PREMIERE – LOVE IN THE AGE OF REVOLUTION
RAI RADIO TELEVISIONE ITALIANA

GAME ON SEASON LAUNCH - MAKCIK
BEIN SPORTS ASIA PACIFIC

CURRIE CUP - UNLEASH THE BEAST
STUDIO ZOO FOR SUPERSPORT
LIVE EVENT CAMPAIGN

GAME ON SEASON LAUNCH
BEIN SPORTS ASIA PACIFIC

SUPERSPORT FIFA WORLD CUP STORIES
T&W

NBA FINALS
ESPN

SCALA PREMIERE – LOVE IN THE AGE OF REVOLUTION
RAI RADITELEVISIONE ITALIANA

CNN NEW YEAR’S EVE CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

ISLE OF MTV 2017
VIACOM VELOCITY INTERNATIONAL

MADE-FOR-TELEVISION MOVIE TRAILER

ESCAPE FROM MR. LEMONCELLO’S LIBRARY - ONLINE TRAILER
NICKELODEON & TINY HERO

AMCNETWORKSLATAM_F&A_FINDINGCHAPLIN
AMCN_LATAM

SHARPOKALYPSE NOW
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

REALIVE “OFFICIAL TRAILER”
THE SHOP

UNDERBELLY CHOPPER - STORY SNEAK PEEK
NINE ENTERTAINMENT CO

CNN FILMS: THE END TRAILER
CNN WORLDWIDE
NONFICTION PROGRAMMING PROMO

SURVIVOR - LAUNCH PROMO – MEET THE NEW FACES
RESHET I3

HELL ON EARTH TRAILER
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

13TH DEADLIEST
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

MOUNTAIN MEN: ONE WITH NATURE
A+E NETWORKS: HISTORY

BORN TO KILL
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

YEAR MILLION :32
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

NONFICTION PROGRAMMING CAMPAIGN

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

SAVAGE KINGDOM ON-AIR CAMPAIGN
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY RE-LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

HEADS AND TAILS AMERICA – CAT PROMO CAMPAIGN
FRIDAY! TV CHANNEL

13TH DEADLIEST
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK/EM

I’M A CELEBRITY GET ME OUT OF HERE S4
NETWORK TEN PTY LTD
ON-AIR STUNT PROMOTION

SKY SPORT - BUNDESLIGA 2ND ROUND “MASCOTS”
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

THE BIGGEST EVENT IN THE UNIVERSE
TURNER CREATIVE AFRICA

THE WALKING DEAD FAST MARATHON
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

POWERED BY RESPECT
GLOBO TV

HAIPPY NEW YEAR
NBC UNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

FX MUTANTE - LEGION
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT SPOT

LEAN ON ME: WORLD DOWN SYNDROME DAY PSA
A+E NETWORKS: A&E

WHAT IS YOUR FEAR?
PLAYBOY OF BRAZIL ENTERTAINMENT

POWERED BY RESPECT
GLOBO TV

DISNEY CHANNEL EARTH DAY
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY BENELUX

MOTHER NATURE
FOX NETWORKS GROUP SPAIN

ACTS OF MANKIND:60
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT CAMPAIGN

PLANT-FOR-THE-PLANET TREE-CHALLENGE
TELE 5

TOGETHER WE ROCK
NICKELODEON INTERNATIONAL

SAFE INTERNET SURFING - CAMPAIGN (DISNEY XD)
The Walt Disney Company Argentina

SG CARES CARNIVAL
MEDIACORP, CHANNEL 5

BCI PSA CAMPAIGN
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

TOGETHER FOR GOOD CAMPAIGN
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT LTD (NICK INDIA)

SEASONAL OR SPECIAL EVENT PROGRAM SPOT

SERIAL THRILLER SPOT
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS ESPAÑA

A-Z OF ACTION STARS - STUDIO UNIVERSAL STUNT
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM/ DUTCHTOAST

C MORE AUTUMN BRAG 2017
BOND STREET FILM STOCKHOLM

BREAKING BAD 10TH ANNIVERSARY
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL SOUTHERN EUROPE

BUFFY - 20TH CELEBRATION
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

TMN ENCORE: ‘FAM JAM HOLIDAY MOVIE MARATHON’
BELL MEDIA.
SEASONAL OR SPECIAL EVENT PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

A-Z OF ACTION STARS - STUDIO UNIVERSAL
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

BUFFY - 20TH CELEBRATION
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

ARD / DAS ERSTE - EASTER & SPRING CAMPAIGN 2017
ARD / DAS ERSTE

SCALA PREMIERE – LOVE IN THE AGE OF REVOLUTION
RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA

TRUMP ROAST
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT LTD (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

JUST LIKE ME! – SUMMER CAMPAIGN
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY BENELUX

THEATRICAL FILMS SHOWN ON TELEVISION PROMO

CNN FILMS: THE REAGAN SHOW “FUNNY”
CNN WORLDWIDE

THE GODFATHER TRILOGY – FAMILY & VIOLENCE
PARAMOUNT CHANNEL CEE

DIE_HARD_4
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

MILLIONS OF CHOICES – IMAGE CAMPAIGN
PARAMOUNT CHANNEL CEE

TORINO FILM FESTIVAL: ICONS
RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA

TMN ENCORE: ‘FAM JAM HOLIDAY MOVIE MARATHON’
BELL MEDIA
THEATRICAL FILMS SHOWN ON TELEVISION CAMPAIGN

ALIEN SAGA
DMAX SPAIN

TARANTINO DOUBLE FEATURE PROMO CAMPAIGN
FRIDAY! TV CHANNEL

KILL BILL WEEKEND
PARAMOUNT CHANNEL CEE

AXN PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN IMAGE CAMPAIGN
SPT NETWORKS CENTRAL EUROPE

BACK TO THE FUTURE - THE TRILOGY
DMAX SPAIN

CNN FILMS: THE REAGAN SHOW CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

WEBISODE OR VIRAL VIDEO

MUTANT RAGE
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

1% VIKING
A+E NETWORKS: HISTORY

BREAKING BAD 10TH ANNIVERSARY
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL SOUTHERN EUROPE

ALL THAT WE SHARE
TV 2 DENMARK

LA FORET BETTING GAME
FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS

COMING OUT MUTANT
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA
PROGRAM SPOT OR CAMPAIGN (SPORTS)

GOLF CAMPAIGN
STARHUB CABLE VISION LTD

100 GIRI
RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA

BUNDESLIGA 2ND ROUND “MASCOTS”
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

STARHUB FOOTBALL CAMPAIGN 2017
STARHUB CABLE VISION LTD

WOLF AND EDDY
FOX SPORTS CREATIVE

SPORTV: O SEU MOMENTO NBA
GLOBOSAT PROGRAMADORA LTDA

CLIP-BASED PROGRAM SPOT (SPORTS)

FIG WORLD CUP
STARHUB CABLE VISION LTD

PREMIER LEAGUE: SOUNDS OF THE BEAUTIFUL GAME
BEIN SPORTS ASIA PACIFIC

WTA JAPAN
STARHUB CABLE VISION LTD

BEST IN SPORTS 2018
ASTRO

HUB SPORTS NOVEMBER HIGHLIGHTS
STARHUB CABLE VISION LTD

VIASAT 4 FOOTBALL
MTG CREATIVE
GENERAL IMAGE CAMPAIGN (SPORTS)

GAME ON SEASON LAUNCH
BEIN SPORTS ASIA PACIFIC

SKY SPORT - BUNDESLIGA 2ND ROUND “MASCOTS”
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

2017 FOX SPORTS - HOGS
FOX SPORTS/ FOX NETWORKS GROUP ASIA

NADA COMO LA NFL
ESPN

VIASAT SPORT CAMPAIGN
MTG CREATIVE

DFL BRAND REFRESH
DFL DIGITAL SPORTS GMBH

BRANDED/SPONSOR INTEGRATION PROMO (SPORTS)

BEIN SPORTS CONNECT - 555 CAMPAIGN
BEIN SPORTS ASIA PACIFIC

F1 GP BRASIL 2017 OPENING CLIP
TV GLOBO

WTA TENNIS IS HERE ON CANAL SONY - LANDING
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION NETWORKS LATIN AMERICA

F1 2017 SPONSORS OPENING CLIP
TV GLOBO

POWERED BY RESPECT
GLOBO TV

FUTBOL PICANTE
ESPN
USE OF MUSIC (SPORTS)

FOX LEAGUE X BRIGGS 60"
FOX SPORTS CREATIVE

WTA TENNIS IS HERE ON CANAL SONY - TRAINING
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION NETWORKS LATIN AMERICA

2018 YEAR OF COMPETITION
SEVEN NETWORK (OPERATIONS) LIMITED

EUROSPORT PYEONGCHANG 2018 - I WANT IT ALL
EUROSPORT

BUNDESLIGA 2ND ROUND "MASCOTS"
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

GOL CARACOL
CARACOL TELEVISION

USE OF AN ATHLETE (SPORTS)

FOX NASCAR DAYTONA DAY ANTHEM 2.0
FOX SPORTS MARKETING

BEIN SPORTS CONNECT - CHAPPUIS
BEIN SPORTS ASIA PACIFIC

SKY SPORT - HANDBALL BUNDESLIGA KRETZSCHMAR
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

WINTER OLYMPICS 2018 - BROKEN BONES
SEVEN NETWORK (OPERATIONS) LIMITED

CURRIE CUP - UNLEASH THE BEAST
STUDIO ZOO FOR SUPERSPORT

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CAUSE AN UPROAR CAMPAIGN
FOX NETWORKS GROUP TURKEY
EDITING (SPORTS)

TSN: RAPTORS SEASON LAUNCH ‘STARTED’
BELL MEDIA INC.

FOX COLLEGE FOOTBALL ANTHEM
FOX SPORTS MARKETING

TSN: MARCH MADNESS ‘BRACKET BREAKERS’
BELL MEDIA INC.

FEEL EVERY MOMENT - SPORTS
STUDIO ZOO FOR DSTV

PREMIER LEAGUE: SOUNDS OF THE BEAUTIFUL GAME
BEIN SPORTS ASIA PACIFIC

FOX LEAGUE FINALS - BRUTAL CUT
FOX SPORTS CREATIVE

DIRECTING (SPORTS)

TSN: RAPTORS SEASON LAUNCH ‘STARTED’
BELL MEDIA INC.

2017 ATHLETICS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
FRANCE 3

GAME ON SEASON LAUNCH - MAKCIK
BEIN SPORTS ASIA PACIFIC

TSN: GREY CUP ‘THROW DOWN’
BELL MEDIA INC.

FOX COLLEGE FOOTBALL ANTHEM
FOX SPORTS MARKETING

TSN: MARCH MADNESS ‘BRACKET BREAKERS’
BELL MEDIA INC.
NEWS PROGRAM PROMOTION

CNN THIS IS LIFE WITH LISA LING SEASON 4 “BADASS LISA” LAUNCH
CNN WORLDWIDE

PRIX ITALIA – THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT
RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA

THE NATIONAL: NOW MORE THAN EVER
CBC

CNN THE NINETIES C&C MUSIC FACTORY SPOT
CNN WORLDWIDE

WORLDS APART
RT

CNN UNITED SHADES OF AMERICA SEASON 2 LAUNCH
CNN WORLDWIDE

NEWS PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

TANTO % CIENTO
DMAX SPAIN

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY RE-LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

SPANISH CORRESPONDENTS, PROMOS
RT

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN THE NINETIES CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE
NEWS SPECIAL REPORT SPOT

CNN "PULSE OF ORLANDO"
CNN WORLDWIDE

FRENCH ELECTION, PROMO
RT

CNN SEXUAL HARASSMENT TOWN HALL WITH ALISYN CAMEROTA
CNN WORLDWIDE

YEAR IN REVIEW: THE 10 NEWS THAT DEFINED 2017
SBS

CNN GO THERE – HURRICANE HARVEY
CNN WORLDWIDE

100 DAYS
AL JAZEERA

PROGRAM SPOT (CHILDREN)

HALLOWEEN
STUDIO ZOO FOR DSTV

MAGISWORDS - QUEST GEM SWORDS REPEAT
CARTOON NETWORK EMEA

SHIVA ANIMATION PROMO.
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT LTD (SONIC)

HEY MICKEY MUSIC VIDEO
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY (S.E.A) PTE LTD

CLARENCE - CLARENCE VISION
CARTOON NETWORK EMEA

NICKELODEON GSA: SORGENRESSER TEASER
VIMN GERMANY / NICKELODEON CREATIVE BERLIN
PROGRAM CAMPAIGN (CHILDREN)

JUST LIKE ME! – SUMMER CAMPAIGN
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY BENELUX

NICKELODEON KITCHEN SECRETS
NICKELODEON INTERNATIONAL

UNIKITTY LAUNCH
CARTOON NETWORK EMEA

PAIR UP
TURNER BROADCASTING SALES SOUTH EAST ASIA .INC

THE BIGGEST EVENT IN THE UNIVERSE
TURNER CREATIVE AFRICA

BENIO
TURNER BROADCASTING SALES SOUTH EAST ASIA .INC

CLIP-BASED PROGRAMMING SPOT (CHILDREN)

CARS GREAT ANIMATION PROMO
DISNEY CHANNEL RUSSIA

DISNEY CHANNEL SOY LUNA SEASON 2 FINALE
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY BENELUX

FEEL EVERY MOMENT - KIDS
STUDIO ZOO FOR DSTV

GREAT ANIMATION MAY
DISNEY CHANNEL RUSSIA

DISNEY XD ROLLING WITH THE RONKSI NEW EPISODES
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY BENELUX

LOUD HOUSE - SILENCE
VIMN NICKELODEON - MADRID CREATIVE SERVICES
PROMOTION USING MULTIPLE MEDIA (CHILDREN)

MINI BEAT POWER ROCKERS LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
DISCOVERY LATIN AMERICA / US HISPANIC

DISNEY CHANNEL PRINCESS SUMMER
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY (JAPAN) LTD.

ANIMAX - DANGANRONPA 3 CAMPAIGN
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION NETWORKS, ASIA

MICKEY AND THE ROADSTER RACERS
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY SOUTH EAST ASIA

EDITING

FEEL IT
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

A-Z OF ACTION STARS - STUDIO UNIVERSAL STUNT
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM/DUTCHTOAST

BOO 1ST QUARTER
ASTRO

HISTORY THIS IS ANTHEM BRAND IMAGE SPOT
2C CREATIVE

THE GODFATHER TRILOGY - FAMILY & VIOLENCE
PARAMOUNT CHANNEL CEE

TMN ENCORE: 'FAM JAM HOLIDAY MOVIE MARATHON'
BELL MEDIA
COPYWRITING

ALL THAT WE SHARE
TV 2 DENMARK

CNN FACTS FIRST ‘CHATTER’
CNN WORLDWIDE

THE END
WOLFRAM ENTERTAINMENT INC

CNN FACTS FIRST ‘APPLE BANANA’
CNN WORLDWIDE

MILLIONS OF CHOICES – IMAGE CAMPAIGN
PARAMOUNT CHANNEL CEE

COMING OUT MUTANT
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

DIRECTING

THE END
FINNISH BROADCASTING COMPANY – YLE

SON OF A BINGE
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

LOVE
FINNISH BROADCASTING COMPANY – YLE

BREAKING BAD 10TH ANNIVERSARY
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL SOUTHERN EUROPE

WATAHA (THE PACK) SEASON 2 – TEASER ‘HEARTBEAT’
HBO EUROPE

CNN THIS IS LIFE WITH LISA LING SEASON 4 “BADASS LISA” LAUNCH
CNN WORLDWIDE
ANIMATION

AFRICAN FESTIVE
STUDIO ZOO FOR DStv

TVN TURBO "NIGHT TIME DRIVE"
TVN POLAND

BORN TO KILL
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

TOUCH OF FRENCH
STUDIO ZOO FOR SUPERSPORT

HBO ORIGINALS: SANDS OF TIME
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

THE REAL BIG BANG THEORY
BBC WORLDWIDE

PROGRAM PROMOTION RADIO SPOT

LIT NERDS - RADIO SPOT
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

BRAVO: HANDMAID’S TALE ‘ANNOUNCEMENT’
BELL MEDIA INC.

CRIMINAL MINDS WITHOUT BORDERS- AXN RADIO SPOT
SONY PICTURES ENTERTAINMENT IBERIA- AXN

THE GREAT SOUTH AFRICAN BAKE OFF (SERIES 3)
BBC WORLDWIDE

FOOD NETWORK ITALY CHRISTMAS BRAND CAMPAIGN
FOOD NETWORK ITALY - SCRIPPS NETWORKS INTERACTIVE

CNN THE NINETIES RADIO SPOT
CNN WORLDWIDE
COPYWRITING FOR A RADIO SPOT

CNN Soundtracks: Songs That Defined History Radio Spot
CNN Worldwide

Bravo: Handmaid’s Tale ‘Announcement’
Bell Media Inc.

CNN The Nineties Radio Spot
CNN Worldwide

Top Chef Italia S2 Radio - Vending Machine
Discovery Italia

Top Chef Italia S2 Radio - Coconut
Discovery Italia

Food Network Italia Christmas Brand Campaign
Food Network Italia - Scripps Networks Interactive

CHANNEL IMAGE PROMOTION

HBO Originals: Sands of Time
Home Box Office (Singapore) Pte Ltd

Reshet- Moving to a New Channel
Reshet 13

Rollin’ Animals
France 3

All That We Share
TV 2 Denmark

Travel Channel: Hiker
Scripps Networks International

HBO 2017 Oscars Image Spot
Home Box Office (Singapore) Pte Ltd
CHANNEL IMAGE CAMPAIGN

CTC LOVE TV CHANNEL: BRAND DEVELOPMENT
CTC LOVE TV CHANNEL

A+E BRAND CAMPAIGN: BRAVE STORYTELLING
A+E NETWORKS: A&E

CHANNEL 12 CAMPAIGN
KESHET BROADCASTING LTD

ROLLIN’ ANIMALS
FRANCE 3

ROCKIN’ ROYALTY
TELE 5

ARD / DAS ERSTE - EASTER & SPRING CAMPAIGN 2017
ARD / DAS ERSTE

CHANNEL ID

ROLLIN’ ANIMALS
FRANCE 3

2017 13TH STREET IDENTs
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS

ROCKIN’ ROYALTY IDENTs
TELE 5

ICI ARTV - COULEUR CULTURE (COLOUR YOUR CULTURE)
RADIO-CANADA

DUKE 23
TVNZ

ZDFINFO REDESIGN 2017
ZWEITES DEUTSCHES FERNSEHEN (ZDF)
NEWS PROGRAM OPEN/TITLES

CNN FOOD SNAP JAPAN
CNN WORLDWIDE

THE JOHN DYKES SHOW
FOX SPORTS/ FOX NETWORKS GROUP ASIA

CNN ORIGINAL SERIES CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

TUESDAY REPORT - STREETS OF MEMORY 2
MEDIACORP PTE LTD, CHANNEL 8

NUCLEAR POWERS
AL JAZEERA

CNN HANOI POV
CNN WORLDWIDE

INTERNAL MARKETING PRESENTATION

CTV: DESIGNATED SURVIVOR
BELL MEDIA

EMPLOYEE SURVEY REEL
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS

BEIN SPORTS SIZZLE - MR. PURPLE
BEIN SPORTS ASIA PACIFIC

HBO SIZZLE 2018
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

E! BRAND EVOLUTION REEL
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS CREATIVE GROUP

THE WEATHER CHANNEL DESIGN OFFERINGS
THE WEATHER CHANNEL
PROGRAM PROMOTIONAL SPOT

DARK CUISINE
HK TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY LIMITED

UNIVERSAL CHANNEL CHARACTERS IDs OLIVIA
NBC UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS LATAM

DJANGO UNCHAINED - ANIMATED TV SPOT
PARAMOUNT CHANNEL CEE

BUFFY - 20TH CELEBRATION
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

GLAM MASTERS
A+E NETWORKS: LIFETIME

SCALA PREMIERE – LOVE IN THE AGE OF REVOLUTION
RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA

PROGRAM PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN

CHRISTMAS ON BLOODY MOUNTAIN – TVNORGE
DISCOVERY NETWORKS NORWAY

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

WATAHA SEASON 2 – ID
HBO EUROPE

BUFFY - 20TH CELEBRATION
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

THE STRAINSTY
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA
HOLIDAY/SEASONAL/SPECIAL EVENT SPOT

SHIVA ANIMATION PROMO.
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT LTD (SONIC)

HBO 2017 OSCARS IMAGE SPOT
HOME BOX OFFICE (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD

BUFFY - 20TH CELEBRATION
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

AFRICAN FESTIVE
STUDIO ZOO FOR DSTV

911 IDENT
FOXTEL - HISTORY CHANNEL

THE REAL BIG BANG THEORY
BBC WORLDWIDE

INTERSTITIAL/SHORT FORM SPOT OR CAMPAIGN

NICKELODEON BACK TO SCHOOL
VIMN GERMANY / NICKELODEON CREATIVE BERLIN

CASI LA RIEGO - INTERSTITIAL CAMPAIGN
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS LATAM

NICK & NICK JR. FOOD ART
NICKELODEON INTERNATIONAL

HALLOWEEN - COMEDY CENTRAL GSA
CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT BRANDS SWEMEA (VIMN)

THE MUMMY INTERSTITIAL
MEDIACORP, CHANNEL 5

VIKINGSTYLE
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA
INFORMATIONAL GRAPHICS

BBC GENERAL ELECTION 2017
BBC

AMAZING LIVE AUGMENTED REALITY - WINTER
THE WEATHER CHANNEL

CCTV9 2017 REBRAND
JL DESIGN

TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE MIXED REALITY
THE WEATHER CHANNEL

ONAIR VIZRT GRAPHIC PACK
DFL DIGITAL SPORTS GMBH

AMAZING LIVE AUGMENTED REALITY - SPORTS
THE WEATHER CHANNEL

TITLE SEQUENCE

CIDADE PROIBIDA
GLOBO TV

MOST RIDICULOUS - COMEDY CENTRAL SWEMEA
CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT BRANDS SWEMEA (VIMN)

DARK CUISINE OPENING
HK TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY LIMITED

INSIDE OUT
HK TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY LIMITED

ZARAH - WILD YEARS
ZWETTES DEUTSCHES FERNSEHEN (ZDF)

PRIVATE BANKING
SRF
ON-AIR ILLUSTRATION

STAR MOVIES SELECT - CURATED STORIES IDENT
STAR INDIA PVT. LTD.

CHRIGU UND SEPP - ZWEI FAEUSTE FUER EIN HALLELUJA
SRF

FX - TWIN PEAKS IN A MINUTE
FOX NETWORKS GROUP TURKEY

MOST RIDICULOUS - COMEDY CENTRAL SWEMEA
CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT BRANDS SWEMEA (VIMN)

CURRIE CUP - UNLEASH THE BEAST
STUDIO ZOO FOR SUPERSPORT

SERIAL THRILLER SPOT
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS ESPAÑA

ON-AIR TYPOGRAPHY

TSN - RAPTORS ON TSN 2017 PLAYOFFS
BELL MEDIA INC.

SYFY TYPOGRAPHY
SYFY

CONVERSA COM BIAL
GLOBO TV

CHE CHANNEL SHOWREEL
CHE CHANNEL

KUBRICK SPECIAL SPOT
HBO LATIN AMERICA

GENIUS- PICASSO TEASE
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
SPORTS PROGRAM SPOT

WINTER OLYMPICS 2018 - OPERA HOUSE SKI JUMP
SEVEN NETWORK (OPERATIONS) LIMITED

ELITESERIEN LAUNCH 2017 - THIS YEAR’S MOST EXCITING TV SERIES
DISCOVERY NETWORKS NORWAY / POL / GIMPVILLE

WFL FINAL 16 - SPIKE BLX
CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT BRANDS SWEMEA (VIMN)

TOUCH OF FRENCH
STUDIO ZOO FOR SUPERSPORT

100 GIRI
RAI RADIOTELEVISIONE ITALIANA

2017 ATHLETICS WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
FRANCE 3

SPORTS PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

ES LA CHAMPIONS
ESPN

WFL FINAL 16 - SPIKE BLX
CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT BRANDS SWEMEA (VIMN)

GAME ON SEASON LAUNCH
BEIN SPORTS ASIA PACIFIC

BLUFFERS GUIDE TO THE WINTER OLYMPICS
RED BEE

2017 MOTO GP - WORLD OF MAD
FOX SPORTS/ FOX NETWORKS GROUP ASIA

WINTER OLYMPICS 2018
SEVEN NETWORK (OPERATIONS) LIMITED
SPORTS PROGRAM IMAGE SPOT

Golf Campaign
STARHUB CABLE VISION LTD

The Art Of... Brand Campaign Image - RDS
BELL MEDIA

WTA Singapore 2017
STARHUB CABLE VISION LTD

StarHub Football Campaign 2017
STARHUB CABLE VISION LTD

EUROSPORT_PYEONGCHANG 2018
EUROSPORT

INFOSPORT+ Image Spot
CANAL+ FRANCE

SPORTS PROGRAM SPECIAL EVENT SPOT

FOX FS1 Mayweather vs McGregor Weigh In
FOX SPORTS MARKETING

Giro d’Italia: Past and Future
RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana

Game On Season Launch - Makcik
BEIN SPORTS ASIA PACIFIC

U.S. Open Legends
FOX SPORTS MARKETING

Touch of French
STUDIO ZOO FOR SUPERSPORT

2018 Winter Olympic Games
FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS
SPORTS PROGRAM OPEN/TITLES

2017 MOTO GP
FOX SPORTS ASIA/ FOX NETWORKS GROUP

TSN WORLD JUNIOR HOCKEY CHAMPIONSHIP
BELL MEDIA INC.

EUROSPORT_PYEONGCHANG 2018
EUROSPORT

TSN - SC WITH JAY AND DAN
BELL MEDIA INC.

SKY SPORT - HANDBALL OPENER KRETZSCHMAR
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

F1 GP BRASIL 2017 OPENING CLIP
TV GLOBO

SPORTS PROGRAM BUMPER

TSN - CFL ON TSN PLAYER BUMPER
BELL MEDIA INC.

KINETIC IDENT
BEIN SPORTS ASIA PACIFIC

MDR SPORT IM OSTEN (SPORTS IN THE EAST)
MDR MITTELDEUTSCHER RUNDFUNK

TSN - TSN WORLD JUNIOR HOCKEY PLAYER BUMPER
BELL MEDIA INC.

SPORT ON DUKE
TVNZ BLACKSAND

TELEKOM SPORT, PROMO BUMPER
TELEKOM SPORT CHANNELS
BRANDED CONTENT PROMO

DOCTOR WHO - AMAZON EXTENDED SCENES
BBC AMERICA

FAST & FURIOUS 8 JUNKET
MEDIACORP, CHANNEL 5

POWERED BY RESPECT
GLOBO TV

OMG! THEY KILLED KENNY
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT LTD (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

HISTORY - TOYOTA CHALLENGE
HISTORY LATIN AMERICA

ZOMBIE PRANK
FOX NETWORKS GROUP

BRAND INTEGRATION PROMO

TSN & BUDWEISER: TORONTO FC INTEGRATED OPENING
BELL MEDIA

NICKELODEON'S TOY SPRINT Brought to you by TOYS R US
FAIRCHILD CREATIVE

CINE SONY - BABY DRIVER (SUBARU - TOP CHEX MEXICO)
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION NETWORKS LATIN AMERICA

JEEP AT BONNAROO
BBC AMERICA

AMCNETWORKSLATAM_EG_COCA-COLA-MEALS
AMCNI_LATAM

ZOMBIE PRANK
FOX NETWORKS GROUP
BRAND INTEGRATION CAMPAIGN

DESPICABLE ME 3 - STREET OUTLAWS: NEW ORLEANS
DISCOVERY

7TV GUY INTEGRATIONS
RED ENGINE CREATIVE - SEVEN NETWORK
AMCNETWORKSLATAM_AMC_COCACOLA-DV&NADA
AMCNI_LATAM

SC WITH JAY & DAN PRESENTED BY TIM HORTONS
BELL MEDIA
AMCNETWORKSLATAM_AMC_POKERSTARS_THE SON
AMCNI_LATAM

BRAND INTEGRATION SHOW PROMO

SONY PICTURES/JUMANJI/NAKED AND AFRAID
DISCOVERY COMMUNICATIONS

MATCH.COM - JUST LIKE US
BBC AMERICA

WORK OF ART - THE AUTO FIRM WITH ALEX VEGA + TOYOTA C-HR
VELOCITY

UNIVERSAL CHANNEL - SUITS/WILD TURKEY
NBC UNIVERSAL AUSTRALIA

GEICO/GOLD RUSH “GOLDEN RETRIEVER”
DISCOVERY COMMUNICATIONS

SC WITH JAY & DAN PRESENTED BY TIM HORTONS
BELL MEDIA
BRAND INTEGRATION CAMPAIGN SHOW PROMO

ID PEDIGRI CAMPAIGN
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

EXPLORE PARTS UNKNOWN
CNN WORLDWIDE

SC WITH JAY & DAN PRESENTED BY TIM HORTONS
BELL MEDIA

PIRATES
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

CARTOON NETWORK AND HAVAIANAS
TURNER BRASIL

MISSAO AXN II & MOTOROLA
MOOD HUNTER & SONY PICTURES TELEVISION BRASIL

BRAND INTEGRATION USING MULTIPLE MEDIA

FRONTEIRAS DO OLHAR
FOX NETWORKS GROUP

TOP GEAR AMERICA & TURTLE WAX
BBC AMERICA

BEIN SPORTS CONNECT - 555 CAMPAIGN
BEIN SPORTS ASIA PACIFIC

VOLVO – RACING THE SUN
CNN WORLDWIDE
MICRO VIDEO CONTENT

THE LAST SHIP COUNTDOWNNS
TURNER

CNN THE WONDER LIST WITH BILL WEIR SEASON 3 MACHU PICCHU
CNN WORLDWIDE

GUMBALL CHRISTMAS
CARTOON NETWORK EMEA

BLUFFERS GUIDE TO THE WINTER OLYMPICS
RED BEE

THERE THERE, MIKE
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT LTD (COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA)

UNIVER - INSTA QUEST
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

MOBILE APPLICATION DESIGN

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY LAUNCH PANDORA MOBILE
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY AD COLONY
CNN WORLDWIDE

CTV - THIS IS US
BELL MEDIA INC.

CNN BELIEVER TREMOR MOBILE AD UNIT
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN THE NINETIES VULPTENE FIRST IMPRESSION TAKEOVER MOBILE INTERMESSION
CNN WORLDWIDE
ONLINE ADVERTISING

CORPORATE - WETRANSFER  
COMEDY CENTRAL

SKY ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS - BABYLON BERLIN  
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

THE PRESIDENT SHOW - FAKE NEWS TAKEOVERS  
COMEDY CENTRAL

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY MICROSITE  
CNN WORLDWIDE

SKY ORIGINAL PRODUCTION - BABYLON BERLIN  
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY HOMEPAGE TAKEOVER  
CNN WORLDWIDE

TALENT INTEGRATION USING SOCIAL MEDIA

EUROSPORT PLAYER PROMO US OPEN - JOHN MCENROE  
EUROSPORT

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY RE- LAUNCH WITH SEAN HAYES INTERRUPTING  
CNN WORLDWIDE

ORBITZ ‘IT’S A GREAT NEW WORLD’  
BARK BARK

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY RE- LAUNCH WITH SEAN HAYES LUNCH  
CNN WORLDWIDE

GET ON TNT - CAMPAIGN  
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

SKY SPORT - BUNDESLIGA QUESTIONS  
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG
USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA TO PROMOTE A PROGRAM OR SERIES

SUITS FACEBOOK CAMPAIGN
NBCUniversal Australia

CNN THE NINETIES MAN ON THE STREET
CNN Worldwide

GYM COACH - INSTAGRAM CALL
TNT Broadcasting Network

DISNEY XD MILO 360 - BEST DIGITAL INNOVATION
The Walt Disney Company Benelux

FOX – THE WALKING DEAD – MID-SEASON BREAK CAMPAIGN
FOX Networks Group Germany

JUST LIKE ME! – SUMMER CAMPAIGN
The Walt Disney Company Benelux

CONTENT FOR DIGITAL PROMO

BREAKING BAD 10TH ANNIVERSARY
AMC Networks International Southern Europe

MUCH: CREATORS
Bell Media

ALL THAT WE SHARE
TV 2 Denmark

CNN Soundtracks: Songs that Defined History Melissa Etheridge Subway Stunt
CNN Worldwide

TWD 100TH EPISODE
FOX Networks Group Spain

SKY SPORT – BUNDESLIGA 2nd Round “MASCOTS”
SKY Deutschland Fernsehen GmbH & Co. KG
INTERACTIVE PROMO
CNN FACTS FIRST CNN.COM. HOMEPAGE TAKEOVER
CNN WORLDWIDE

DIVA X ZALORA: STYLEWATCH
NBCU GLOBAL NETWORKS ASIA PTE LTD

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY MICROSITE
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY AD COLONY DYNAMIC END CARD
CNN WORLDWIDE

DISNEY XD MILO 360 - BEST DIGITAL INNOVATION
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY BENELUX

ONLINE ADVERTISING: BANNERS/SKYSCRAPERS/CONTEXTUAL

SKY ORIGINAL PRODUCTION - BABYLON BERLIN
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

CNN FACTS FIRST CNN.COM DIGITAL BANNER
CNN WORLDWIDE

ALL-RUSSIAN CASTING OF PETS
FRIDAY! TV CHANNEL

THE PRESIDENT SHOW- FAKE NEWS TAKEOVERS
COMEDY CENTRAL

CNN THE NINETIES NEW YORK MAGAZINE HOMEPAGE TAKEOVER
CNN WORLDWIDE

CORPORATE - WETRANSFER
COMEDY CENTRAL
ONLINE CONTENT MARKETING

THE PRESIDENT SHOW- FAKE NEWS TAKEOVERS
COMEDY CENTRAL

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY MICROSITE
CNN WORLDWIDE

CORPORATE - WETRANSFER
COMEDY CENTRAL

HARRY POTTER - DIGITAL NEWS
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

DISNEY XD MILO 360 - BEST DIGITAL INNOVATION
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY BENELUX

GYM COACH - INSTAGRAM CALL
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

ONLINE TAKEOVER OR ROADBLOCK PROMOTION

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY BILLBOARD HOMEPAGE TAKEOVER
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN THE NINETIES CNN.COM HOMEPAGE TAKEOVER
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY CAMPAIGN LAUNCH CNN.COM HOMEPAGE TAKEOVER
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN FACTS FIRST CNN.COM HOMEPAGE TAKEOVER
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN BELIEVER IMDB HOMEPAGE TAKEOVER PREMIUM WRAP
CNN WORLDWIDE
SOCIAL MEDIA/MOBILE-BASED PROMOTIONAL DIGITAL VIDEO CONTENT

- THE BIG HEART - SOCIAL EXPERIMENT
  Mediacorp, Channel 5

- BEAUTIES OF YOUR DREAMS
  Television Broadcasts Limited

- HOMELAND SOCIAL MEDIA
  Fox Networks Group Latin America

- BLOOD DRIVE OAPS
  NBCUniversal International Networks UK-EM

- FRIENDS @ 7
  Viacom18 Media Pvt Ltd (Comedy Central India)

- CNN THE NINETIES MAN ON THE STREET
  CNN Worldwide

SOCIAL MEDIA SERIES OR LIVE DIGITAL VIDEO CONTENT

- SS-GB - SOCIAL LANDMARKS
  BBC Worldwide Australia & New Zealand

- CHRISTMAS 24 FACEBOOK LIVE SERIES
  NBCUniversal International Networks UK-EM

- LOCKDOWN SHOCKDOWN LIVE
  Discovery Creative London

- DANCE OFF - ONLINE MARATHON
  TNT Broadcasting Network

- FAKE NEWS
  DW
PROGRAM PROMOTION WEBSITE

EXPLORE PARTS UNKNOWN
CNN WORLDWIDE

LA FORET BETTING GAME
FRANCE TÉLÉVISIONS

CNNCREATIVEMARKETING.COM
CNN WORLDWIDE

MUCH - IHEART RADIO MMVA 2017
BELL MEDIA INC.

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY MICROSITE
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN ART REFLECTS LIFE
CNN WORLDWIDE

TECHNICAL INNOVATIONS: DIGITAL PLATFORMS

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY MICROSITE
CNN WORLDWIDE

DIVA X ZALORA: STYLEWATCH
NBCU GLOBAL NETWORKS ASIA PTE LTD

CNN FINDING JESUS SEASON 2 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC CUSTOM WALLPAPER
CNN WORLDWIDE

LOCKDOWN SHOCKDOWN LIVE
DISCOVERY CREATIVE LONDON

SHORTLAND STREET VR EXPERIENCE
TVNZ BLACKSAND

HARRY POTTER, DYNAMIC COMMUNITY COVERS IN SOCIAL NETWORKS
FRIDAY! TV CHANNEL
3-D PROMOTIONAL OR SALES KIT

VHI UMBRELLA 2017
Viacom18 Media Pvt. Ltd. / VHI

COMEDY CENTRAL ANNUAL DIARY 2017
Viacom18/Comedy Central India

COLORS INFINITY ANNUAL CALENDAR
Viacom18 Media Pvt. Ltd./ Colors Infinity

COURAGEOUS MAGAZINE
CNN Worldwide

COMEDY CENTRAL UMBRELLA 2017
Viacom18 Media Pvt. Ltd. /Comedy Central India

CONSUMER OR TRADE CAMPAIGN: PROGRAM

WFL FINAL 16 - SPIKE BLX
Creative Entertainment Brands SWEMEA (VIMN)

ROYAL MURDER MYSTERIES
Viasat World

MCMAFIA
BBC Worldwide

BACK
BBC Worldwide
CONSUMER OR TRADE PRINT AD: PROGRAM

SCRAP KINGS
Viasat World

The Daily Show- Fake News Ad
Comedy Central

Royal Murder Mysteries
Viasat World

What Next?
TVNZ Blacksand

Titanes Caracol
Caracol Television

WFL Final 16 - Spike Blx
Creative Entertainment Brands SWEMEA (VIMN)

CREATIVE COPYWRITING: PRINT

CNN Facts First Security Wall
CNN Worldwide

Food Network Italy Launch Campaign
Food Network Italy - Scripps Networks Interactive

CNN United Shades of America Season 2 “We (Are All) The People” Poster
CNN Worldwide

Lit NERDS - Main Print
TNT Broadcasting Network

CNN Finding Jesus Season 2 “Seek and Ye Shall Find” Poster
CNN Worldwide

CNN Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown Season 9 Key Art
CNN Worldwide
ILLUSTRATION FOR PRINT

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY CHRIS FARLEY POSTER
CNN WORLDWIDE

VIS A VIS III
FOX NETWORKS GROUP SPAIN

DANGER
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL SOUTHERN EUROPE

SPACE - ORPHAN BLACK
BELL MEDIA INC.

HOLLYWOOD'S HANGMAN
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL SOUTHERN EUROPE

THE STATE- SHAKIRA KEY ART
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

KEY ART/POSTER

CNN FILMS: ELIÁN KEY ART
CNN WORLDWIDE

ALL THAT WE SHARE
TV 2 DENMARK

LIT NERDS - KEY-ART
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

CNN FILMS: THE END KEY ART
CNN WORLDWIDE

THE STATE- SHAKIRA KEY ART
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

NG SCIENCE FESTIVAL
FOX NETWORKS GROUP ITALY
KEY ART/POSTER: CAMPAIGN

COMIC-CON EXCLUSIVE POSTERS
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING/CREATIVE SERVICES

UMBRE SEASON 2
HBO EUROPE

THE LONG ROAD HOME KEY ART CAMPAIGN
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

VIS A VIS III
FOX NETWORKS GROUP SPAIN

WATAHA SEASON 2
HBO EUROPE

HOLLYWOOD’S HANGMAN
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL SOUTHERN EUROPE

LOGO DESIGN

IHEART RADIO CANADA - FUTURE STAR
BELL MEDIA INC.

ON KNIVES LOGO DESIGN
FRIDAY! TV CHANNEL

AUTUMN OF CRIME FIGHTERS
NBC UNIVERSAL

ABC COMEDY
ABC

MODEL XL
1+1

SYFY LOGO
SYFY
OUT-OF-HOME AD

VIRGIN RADIO - VIRGIN RADIO GRAFFITI MURAL
BELL MEDIA INC.

MUTANT RAGE
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

PRISON PLAYBOOK_AD
CJ E&M / TVN

BIOGRAPHY PRESENTS: WHO KILLED TUPAC (HOTEL FIGUEROA)
A+E NETWORKS: A&E

CRASHED UFO
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

GYM COACH - BIG THEATRE AD
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

OUT-OF-HOME AD CAMPAIGN

GYM COACH - OUT-OF-HOME AD CAMPAIGN
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

VIKINGS OOH CAMPAIGN
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

LIT NERDS - CAMPAIGN
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

CORPORATE- OUTDOOR CAMPAIGN
COMEDY CENTRAL

GENIUS GRAND CENTRAL DOMINATION OOH CAMPAIGN
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

PRISON PLAYBOOK_OUT OF AD
CJ E&M / TVN
OUTDOOR STATIC AD: ART DIRECTION AND DESIGN

CNN THE NINETIES FRIENDS AD
CNN WORLDWIDE

PRISON PLAYBOOK_3D OUTDOOR
CJ E&M / TVN

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY CHRIS FARLEY ANDAZ WALL
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN THE NINETIES BRITNEY SPEARS AD
CNN WORLDWIDE

SONGS - OUT OF HOME AD
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY SUBWAY LETTERS
CNN WORLDWIDE

OUTDOOR STATIC CAMPAIGN: ART DIRECTION AND DESIGN

LEGO BATMAN STUDIO BILLBOARDS
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING/CREATIVE SERVICES

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY WILD POSTINGS
CNN WORLDWIDE

SURVIVOR NEW ZEALAND
TVNZ BLACKSAND

SONGS - OUT-OF-HOME AD CAMPAIGN
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

PRISON PLAYBOOK_OUTDOOR_AD
CJ E&M / TVN

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE
PHOTOGRAPHY FOR PRINT

CNN FILMS: THE END KEY ART
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN THE NINETIES BRITNEY SPEARS KEY ART
CNN WORLDWIDE

NG PHOTO ARK
FOX NETWORKS GROUP ITALY

CNN THE NINETIES FRIENDS KEY ART
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN ANTHONY BOURDAIN: PARTS UNKNOWN SEASON 9 KEY ART
CNN WORLDWIDE

PREMIUM OR SPECIALTY ITEMS

VH1 UMBRELLA 2017
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. / VH1

COURAGEOUS MAGAZINE
CNN WORLDWIDE

COMEDY CENTRAL ANNUAL DIARY 2017
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. / COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA

CNN AIR JACKET
CNN WORLDWIDE

MEMORIAL STAMP FOR THE GOLDEN JUBILEE OF TVB
TELEVISION BROADCASTS LIMITED

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY HEADPHONES
CNN WORLDWIDE
PRESS KIT

TVBUDDY CHINESE NEW YEAR DECO 2017
TELEVISION BROADCASTS LIMITED

ONE - GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP KIT
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION NETWORKS, ASIA

CH5 BRA MEDIA KIT
MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

13TH STREET - CULPA PRESS KIT
NBCUNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS GERMANY

GENIUS PRESS KIT
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

COMEDY CENTRAL ANNUAL DIARY 2017
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. / COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA

PROMOTIONAL CARD: FOLDED OR BOUND PIECE

COMEDY CENTRAL ANNUAL DIARY 2017
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD. / COMEDY CENTRAL INDIA

NBCUNIVERSAL LA SCREENINGS CATALOGUE
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION

CNN POLITICS STATE
CNN WORLDWIDE

COLORS INFINITY ANNUAL CALENDAR
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD / COLORS INFINITY

VH1 GET WITH IT - PLATINUM EXPERIENCE BOX
VIACOM18 MEDIA PVT. LTD / VH1
RETOUCHING AND PRODUCTION ART

SONGS - OUT OF HOME AD
TNT BROADCASTING NETWORK

CNN FILMS: ELIÁN KEY ART
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN FINDING JESUS SEASON 2 KEY ART
CNN WORLDWIDE

SPACE - ORPHAN BLACK
BELL MEDIA INC.

CNN FILMS: THE END KEY ART
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN THIS IS LIFE WITH LISA LING SEASON 4 “BADASS LISA” KEY ART
CNN WORLDWIDE

TOTAL PACKAGE DESIGN, PRINT ONLY: CHANNEL OR PROGRAM

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY WILD POSTINGS
CNN WORLDWIDE

LA SCREENINGS EVENT
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING/CREATIVE SERVICES

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

VINTAGE TRAVEL POSTERS
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING/CREATIVE SERVICES

CNN THE NINETIES CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

COMIC-CON EXCLUSIVE POSTERS
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING/CREATIVE SERVICES
IMAGE CAMPAIGN

CNN FACTS FIRST CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

BIOGRAPHY ON AGE
A+E NETWORKS: AGE

MILLIONS OF CHOICES - IMAGE CAMPAIGN
PARAMOUNT CHANNEL CEE

A+E BRAND CAMPAIGN: BRAVE STORYTELLING
A+E NETWORKS: AGE

ALL THAT WE SHARE
TV 2 DENMARK

MUCH: CREATORS
BELL MEDIA

PROGRAM/MOVIE PROMOTION PACKAGE CAMPAIGN

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

CORPORATE- OVERALL CAMPAIGN
COMEDY CENTRAL

BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

THE PRESIDENT SHOW CAMPAIGN
COMEDY CENTRAL

LEGO BATMAN CAMPAIGN
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING/CREATIVE SERVICES

THE OPPOSITION WITH JORDAN KLEPPER- OVERALL CAMPAIGN
COMEDY CENTRAL
COMEDY PROGRAM PROMOTION CAMPAIGN

CORPORATE - OVERALL CAMPAIGN
COMEDY CENTRAL

MOM MULTIMEDIA CAMPAIGN
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING/CREATIVE SERVICES

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

THE PRESIDENT SHOW CAMPAIGN
COMEDY CENTRAL

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY RE-LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

SOUTH PARK 21 CAMPAIGN
COMEDY CENTRAL

SEASONAL OR SPECIAL EVENT PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

UNIVERSAL CHANNEL CHRISTMAS CAMPAIGN "ADVENT, ADVENT, CHICAGO BRENNT"
NBCUNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS GERMANY

CRAVE TV - LETTERKENNY HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
BELL MEDIA INC.

JUST LIKE ME! - SUMMER CAMPAIGN
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY BENELUX

MERRY WOOFMAS
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

ABSENTIA LAUNCH CAMPAIGN 2017
SPT NETWORKS CENTRAL EUROPE
DRAMATIC PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC – GENIUS CAMPAIGN
FOX NETWORKS GROUP GERMANY

BATES MOTEL: FINAL SEASON CAMPAIGN
A+E NETWORKS: A&E

STAR TREK DISCOVERY LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
CBS TELEVISION NETWORK

GENIUS INTEGRATED MARKETING CAMPAIGN
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

INRI CRISTO CAMPAIGN
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

SHORTLAND STREET 25 YEARS
TVNZ BLACKSAND

NONFICTION PROGRAM CAMPAIGN

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN THE NINETIES CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

MOSQUITO
DISCOVERY CREATIVE LONDON

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY RE-LAUNCH CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

BIOGRAPHY PRESENTS: WHO KILLED TUPAC?
A+E NETWORKS: A&E
STUNT PROMOTION PACKAGE

SHORTLAND STREET 25 YEARS
TVNZ BLACKSAND

CNN THE NINETIES HAMPTONS STUNT
CNN WORLDWIDE

BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY MELISSA ETHERIDGE SUBWAY DOMINATION
CNN WORLDWIDE

TOTAL PACKAGE ART DIRECTION AND DESIGN:
CHANNEL IMAGE, ON-AIR ONLY

POP MAX
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION

CHANNEL IDS.
NTV
RMS
TELEvisa

FOX PREMIUM
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

CHE CHANNEL DESIGN PACKAGE
CHE CHANNEL

CNN FACTS FIRST CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE
TOTAL PACKAGE ART DIRECTION AND DESIGN: PROGRAM

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY CAMPAIGN LAUNCH
CNN WORLDWIDE

MOSQUITO
DISCOVERY CREATIVE LONDON

TSN - SC WITH JAY AND DAN
BELL MEDIA INC.

BREAKING BAD 10TH ANNIVERSARY
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL SOUTHERN EUROPE

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

MUCH - IHEARTRADIO MMVA 2017
BELL MEDIA INC.

TOTAL PACKAGE ART DIRECTION AND DESIGN: PROGRAM, ON-AIR ONLY

CNN THE HISTORY OF COMEDY CAMPAIGN LAUNCH
CNN WORLDWIDE

2017 MOTOGP - WORLD OF MAD
FOX SPORTS/ FOX NETWORKS GROUP ASIA

CNN BELIEVER CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

MTV TOP 100
VIMN MTV SWEMEA CREATIVE HUB (MDS)

CNN SOUNDTRACKS: SONGS THAT DEFINED HISTORY CAMPAIGN
CNN WORLDWIDE

BUFFY - 20TH CELEBRATION
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM
SOUND DESIGN

THE GODFATHER TRILOGY - FAMILY & VIOLENCE
PARAMOUNT CHANNEL CEE

C MORE AUTUMN BRAG 2017
BOND STREET FILM STOCKHOLM

SKY ORIGINAL PRODUCTION - BABYLON BERLIN
SKY DEUTSCHLAND FERNSEHEN GMBH & CO. KG

TMN ENCORE: ‘FAM JAM HOLIDAY MOVIE MARATHON’
BELL MEDIA

FEEL IT
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

WATAHA (THE PACK) SEASON 2 – TEASER "HEARTBEAT"
HBO EUROPE

VOICE-OVER PERFORMANCE

CNN FACTS FIRST "APPLE BANANA"
CNN WORLDWIDE

AMCNETWORKSLATAM_EG_SACREDSTEW
AMCNI_LATAM

WE ARE HORROR PART II
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL

SAVAGE KINGDOM UPRISING TEASE :20
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

A-Z OF ACTION STARS
NBCUNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS UK-EM

SON OF A BINGE
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA
EXPERIENTIAL OR STUNT PROMOTION FOR A CONSUMER EVENT

SOUTH PARK MEMBER BERRIES CHALLENGE (NYCC)
COMEDY CENTRAL

SUPERNATURAL: HALL H/COMIC-CON
WARNER BROS. WORLDWIDE TELEVISION MARKETING/CREATIVE SERVICES

THE DAILY SHOW TWITTER LIBRARY
COMEDY CENTRAL

CRASHED UFO
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

BROAD CITY PAINT-BY-NUMBERS (SDCC)
COMEDY CENTRAL

MUTANT RAGE
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

VIRTUAL REALITY OR 360 CAMERA IMPLEMENTATION

360.RAILWAY STATION
RT

CNN “THIS IS CNNVR”
CNN WORLDWIDE

A&EXTRAS 60 DÍAS PRESO, VR
A&E LATIN AMERICA

DISNEY XD MILO 360 - BEST DIGITAL INNOVATION
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY BENELUX

THE DAILY SHOW TWITTER LIBRARY WALKTHROUGH
COMEDY CENTRAL
SET DESIGN

CANAL SONY SHARK TANK COLOMBIA - SET
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION NETWORKS LATIN AMERICA

GRAND VARIETY SHOW IN CELEBRATION OF THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF HONG KONG’S RETURN TO MOTHERLAND
TELEVISION BROADCASTS LIMITED

TVN SPRING 2017
TVN POLAND

TSN - SC WITH JAY AND DAN
BELL MEDIA INC.

NATION’S NIGHT SET
AL RAYYAN SATELLITE CHANNEL

KINGS OF THE DAY: STUDIO SET
CTC LOVE TV CHANNEL

MOVIE PROMOTION

THE HITMAN’S BODYGUARD - BLU-RAY TRAILER
LIONSGATE & TINY HERO

THE HITMAN’S BODYGUARD CAMPAIGN
OUTPOST MEDIA

GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY 2 - BLU-RAY TRAILER
WALT DISNEY STUDIOS / MARVEL / TINY HERO

JOHN WICK CHAPTER 2 CAMPAIGN
OUTPOST MEDIA

THE HITMAN’S BODYGUARD DIGITAL TRAILER
LIONSGATE

LA LA LAND CAMPAIGN
OUTPOST MEDIA
SOMETHING FOR NOTHING

QUEEN: DAYS OF OUR LIVES
DMAX SPAIN

FARGO ICE-HOLE
CHE CHANNEL

SYFY HORROR - HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
NBCUNIVERSAL GLOBAL NETWORKS GERMANY

A TIME TO KILL - TRAILER
TELE 5

DIANA
BBC WORLDWIDE

DIE HARD
TNT4

BEST WORK NEVER SEEN

VOICE KIDS 2
PROMO GLOBO

10 O’CLOCK
MTG CREATIVE

CNN UNITED SHADES OF AMERICA SEASON 2 PUBLIC ENEMY TEASE
CNN WORLDWIDE

48 HOURS OF BREAKING BAD
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL

BREAKING RAP
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL SOUTHERN EUROPE

VOICE KIDS 1
PROMO GLOBO
SPECIAL PROJECT

RIP FILM ZONE
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

THE DAILY SHOW TWITTER LIBRARY
COMEDY CENTRAL

THE WALKING DEAD FAST MARATHON
FOX NETWORKS GROUP LATIN AMERICA

SHORTLAND STREET VR
TVNZ BLACKSAND

POWERED BY RESPECT
GLOBO TV

MURDER COMES TO TOWN
DISCOVERY CREATIVE LONDON

SALON DES REFUSÉS

SPOILER ALERT
A&E LATIN AMERICA

CNN ANTHONY BOURDAIN: PARTS UNKNOWN SEASON 10 MICROSITE
CNN WORLDWIDE

KRYPTON “WAR”
THE SHOP

CNN ANTHONY BOURDAIN: PARTS UNKNOWN SEASON 10 “SGT. PEPPERS” KEY ART
CNN WORLDWIDE

BLACK LIGHTNING “HOPE”
THE SHOP
MUSIC VIDEO OR SHORT SUBJECT VIDEO

CNN Soundtracks: Songs That Defined History Melissa Etheridge Subway Stunt
CNN Worldwide

Riverdale Netflix: Love
Warner Bros. Worldwide Television Marketing/Creative Services

MP King Of King Movie Shoot Song Promo
Viacom18 Media Pvt Ltd (Nick India)

Fox League X Briggs (Full Version)
Fox Sports Creative

Shalisa - Not Alone - Music Video
The Walt Disney Company Benelux

Just Like Me! Music Video – Alles Op Het Spel
The Walt Disney Company Benelux

USE OF ORIGINAL MUSIC/SCORE

Pair Up
Turner Broadcasting Sales South East Asia .INC

What The Fox
Fox Networks Group Italy

Species
AMC Networks International

Shiva Animation Promo.
Viacom18 Media Pvt Ltd (Sonic)

Orbitz “It’s A Great New World”
Bark Bark

Fox League X Briggs 60”
Fox Sports Creative
USE OF MUSIC

AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON REMINDER (HAMMER TIME)
MEDIACORP TV SINGAPORE PTE LTD

TMN ENCORE: ‘FAM JAM HOLIDAY MOVIE MARATHON’
BELL MEDIA

RUN BOURNE
MTG CREATIVE

YOURS
ABC

I’LL BE BACK
MTG CREATIVE

QUEEN: DAYS OF OUR LIVES
DMAX SPAIN

DELIVERING ON A DIME

VIU TV 1ST ANNIVERSARY
HK TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY LIMITED

HARI RAYA 2017 - #AMACRAMRAYA CHANNEL GREETING
MEDIACORP PTE LTD (SURIA)

BULLY IS AS BULLY DOES.
DISCOVERY ITALIA

WORLD CUP FOOTSTEPS
HK TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY LIMITED

SRF 3 COMEDY/BADEWANNE
SRF

SOUNDCITY MVP AWARDS
MONARCHY PRODUCTIONS CC
BEST SOCIAL CAUSE SPOT

LEAN ON ME: WORLD DOWN SYNDROME DAY PSA
A+E NETWORKS: A&E

BUDDY NETWORK 2018
CARTOON NETWORK EMEA

VALORA TU TIEMPPO
LIFETIME LATIN AMERICA

POWERED BY RESPECT
GLOBO TV

BORN THIS WAY S4: SPECIAL EDUCATION
A+E NETWORKS: A&E

(V) MARRIAGE EQUALITY
FOXTEL NETWORKS AUSTRALIA

BEST SOCIAL CAUSE CAMPAIGN

POLE / MARS / WATERFALL
AMC NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL SOUTHERN EUROPE

DISNEY CHANNEL EARTH DAY
THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY BENELUX

VOICES WITH NO GENDER
CANAL 14

2018 CNY IMAGE
HK TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY LIMITED

FAKE NEWS
DW

TITANES CARACOL 2018
CARACOL TELEVISION
See who wins LIVE

JUNE 14, 2018 - NEW YORK

PromaxBDA
Our 2018 Conference

REGISTER NOW >